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On April 28,1999, with the plant in mode 5 for a refueling outage, Fuel Building integrity was
in;dvertently lost when door SH-113-01 between the Fuel Building and Annulus was opened for a
m intenance activity. The main control room received a Fuel Building high pressure alarm and upon i

r;ceipt of the alarm, irradiated fuel movement was suspended immediately pending investigation.
Inv:stigation revealed the open door between the Annulus and the Fuel Building and the maintenance j
cctivity in the Annulus was terminated. The Fuel Building to Annulus door, SH-113-01, was secured. |

This condition is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)(B) as operation prohibited by
Technical Specifications. IEEE Standard system numbers are given by the indication (*No.*).

Work practices for failure to self-check was identified as the root cause of this event. The senior reactor
operator who authorized the door to be opened has been counseled and an administrative control j
instituted. j

Fu;l Building ventilation was running in the emergency mode during this event. Due to prompt action to
close door SH-113-01 and the immediate suspension of fuel handling, the safety significance of this
cv:nt is minimal.
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REPORTED CONDITION

On April 28,1999, at about 2150 with the plant in Mode 5 for a refueling outage, Fuel Building (FB)
(*ND*) integrity was inadvertently breached during the movement of irradiated fuel when a door was
Inft open for maintenance activities. Technical Specification (TS) 3.6.4.5, " Fuel Building", requires the
FB to be operable during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the FB. Surveillance requirement
(SR) 3.6.4.5.3 requires the doors to the FB to be closed except during entry / exit. This condition is
being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)(B) as operation prohibited by TS.

BACKGROUND

River Bend Station (RBS) is a General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR) with a Mark lil
containment. A Shield Building that serves as a part of the Secondary Containment envelope
surrounds the Primary Contsnment, also known as the Reactor Building (*NH*). The space between
ths Primary Containment and Shield Building is called the Annulus. The Annulus can be accessed
from the 95-foot elevation of the Auxiliary Building (AB) (*NF*) or the 113-foot elevation of the FB.

In-field plant work packages are reviewed and signed in for work at the work management center
(WMC) which is manned by at least one senior reactor operator (SRO) qualified individual with
capability to evaluate proposed work tasks and perform necessary tasks to approve and track work.

INVESTIGATION

At the beginning of night shift on April 28,1999, plant maintenance personnel requested access to the
Annulus to perform a work activity. Two WMC SROs discussed accessing the Annulus without
specifying a particular door and determined that the Annulus was already open due to the Reactor
Building (HB) equipment hatch being open. The maintenance personnel were told that they could do
tha work but would need Security assistance for entry.

S curity contacted the WMC about 2130 to request permission to open the Annulus door. Permission
was granted based on an assumption that the door being accessed was the AB 95-foot elevation
access to the Annulus. Security was informed to call the WMC prior to opening the door to ensure
proper tracking of the condition.

,

Security called the WMC at about 2145 to communicate that door SH-113-01 would be opened shortly.
Evsn though the door number was communicated and the proper tracking document was initiated,
eccess was granted without recognition that the door being used was part of the FB boundary. Main
control room personnel were notified that the Annulus was being accessed but no door was specified.
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Subsequently, the main control room (MCR) received a FB high pressure alarm (*lB*) and contacted
the WMC. MCR operators, pending investigation, suspended irradiated fuel movement immediately
upon receipt of the alarm. Further investigation revealed the open FB to Annulus door and the
personnel in the Annulus stopped work and exited the Annulus. The FB to Annulus door, SH-113-01,
was secured at about 2205.

ROOT CAUSE

Work practices for failure to self-check due to an inappropriate preconceived idea was identified as the
primary root cause. The WMC SRO incorrectly assumed (cognitive error) that only the AB to Annulus
door would be opened and did not utilize all potential cues that the door being opened was the FB to
Annulus door.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Immediate corrective actions: i

An administrative control was instituted to place control of door SH-113-01 under the on-shifto

Operations Shift Supervisor (OSS) until a long-term corrective action plan is in place.
o The WMC SRO involved in the event was counseled regarding responsibilities for TS

compliance and the importance of accurate communications to accomplish those activities.
Required reading on this event was initiated for appropriate Operations personnel.o

Long-term corrective actions:
Label door SH-113-01 to caution personnel against opening the door during movement ofo

irradiated fuel.

SAFETY EVALUATION

FB ventilation was running in the emergency mode during this event. Due to prompt action to close
door SH-113-01 and the immediate suspension of fuel handling, the safety significance of this event is
minimal.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCE EVALUATION

No previous licensee event reports (LER) were found which involved the breach of FB to Annulus door
SH-113-01. . One previous occurrence of the loss of Secondary Containment Integrity - Fuel Handling
was recorded in LER 91-011. The root cause on LER 91-011 was inadequate guidance in procedures.
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